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iPhone is a sleek device that everybody loves. It has comparatively big screen as it lacks physical
keyboard. It has virtual keyboard that works in any orientation either landscape or portrait mode. It
has multi-touch screen that opens up new horizons in iPhone application development. New iPhone
4S is equipped with multi-process capability so you can run more than one program simultaneously.
Its Siri software enables you to talk with your iPhone and things get done with voice command.
Despite various features iPhone runs fast because it has A-5 chip as a superb performing processor.

You might ask that how these features affect the iPhone development. Smart developers take
benefits of these features and develop innovative apps for your iPhone users. Therefore you have to
run a search for such smart developers who can yield superb results in your iPhone development.
Single freelance may not satisfy you completely as he/she has limitations. In other words iPhone
development requires knowledge of Objective C, C++ and Cocoa Touch. Besides this single
freelancer may not have skill for graphic designing so single freelance may not able to create
images, graphics and buttons. Database integration is another area where every developer has not
mastery. In short, you have to gather a team for iPhone development and such team is found in an
outsourcing company.

Outsourcing companies can gather such skilled team because they are operating from developing
nations like India where skilled labour is available at cheaper rates. You can hire an iPhone
developer in India with five time lower rates than you do it in USA. This is because technical
education is cheaper in developing nations like India. Besides this, outsourcing companies offer
selection of iPhone developers through interview. You can see CV of your developer and cross
check their abilities to finish your dream project within given time line. Once you decide your project
with an outsourcing company they will sign NDA to protect your ideas/concept. This is essential
because anybody theft your idea and develop iPhone application before you and reach at the
market then you will be in lost.

Apart from manpower, outsourcing companies have all infrastructural facilities needed for iPhone
development means they have Mac system, iPhone SDK, iPhone, etc. Outsourcing companies
believe in better communication between their developer and clients so they provide all possible
means of communication like email; Instant Messengers like Skype, yahoo messengers, MSN
messengers, etc.; you can use their live chats options on their website or you can use direct calling
from international calling system. Outsourcing companies also provide better project management
as they allow direct participation in their project management software like Basecamp that enables
you to allocate work to your developers and getting timely feedback and reporting from your
developer as well. If you hire more than one developer then outsourcing companies allocate a team
leader for your project and who act on behalf of you and spare you for more important work.
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development and seek further assistance a contact us.
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